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IntroducUon 

The study of earthquake genera<on and associated seismic parameters such as seismic moment, 

rupture size, rupture velocity and direc<on, and stress drop is crucial for understanding earthquake 

dynamics and the underlying physics of the seismic process. This informa<on plays an important 

role in the es<ma<on of ground shaking near the earthquake source and in the assessment of 

seismic hazard, even for low to moderate magnitude earthquakes. 

The kinema<c proper<es of small earthquakes are ouen difficult to determine, and simple models 

are ouen used to represent these events, although improved records show that source complexity 

is common even for small earthquake ruptures (e.g. Calderoni and Abercrombie, 2023 and 

reference therein). 

A cri<cal task in determining finite source aUributes for moderate and low magnitude earthquakes 

requires good removal of path and site effects. To address this problem, several methods based on 

empirical Green's func<on (EGF) deconvolu<on have been developed in recent decades. Although 

the EGF offers several advantages, its applica<on is associated with some difficul<es, as there are 

ouen no focal mechanisms for small earthquakes and source effects have been observed even for 

low energy events (Calderoni et al. 2023). 

The simplest general representa<on of an earthquake that contains informa<on about the rupture 

extent and direc<vity is the point-source representa<on plus the variances or second-degree 

moments of the moment-release distribu<on. The hypocenter and the origin <me of the 

earthquake correspond to the spa<al and temporal average (first degree moment) of the release 

moment distribu<on. The informa<on about the rupture extent, the characteris<c dura<on and 

the direc<on of rupture propaga<on correspond to the variance of the moment distribu<on in the 

spa<al, temporal and spa<o-temporal domain (second-degree moments). Seismic moments are 

calculated from apparent dura<ons measured from apparent source <me func<ons (ASTF) for each 

sta<on auer removal of path effects. The ASTF is thus the projec<on of the rupture process onto 

the seismic ray path, and its proper<es also depend on the azimuth and take-off angles (e.g. 

McGuire, 2004). For a unilateral rupture, the ASTF observed from sta<ons in the direc<on of 

propaga<on would be significantly shorter than the ASTF from sta<ons in the opposite direc<on. 
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A major advantage of the second moments method is that it can theore<cally be applied to all 

earthquakes, regardless of their magnitude and complexity, and without requiring the assump<ons 

of an a priori source model (e.g. McGuire 2004; Meng et al., 2020; Cuius et al., 2023). It is also a 

consistent tool for evalua<ng scaling rela<onships between finite source aUributes and earthquake 

magnitudes for large and small earthquakes and for resolving fault plane ambiguity. 

However, the elimina<on of the path effect is crucial, and a biased ASTF calcula<on would lead to 

inaccurate calcula<ons of the second seismic moments. However, there may also be other factors 

that influence the results of the second moments, even if the propaga<on effects have been 

correctly removed. 

The aim of this study is to implement and test an efficient method for es<ma<ng source 

parameters and rupture direc<vity in near real-<me for medium and small earthquakes. To achieve 

our goal, we implemented an approach developed by McGuire et al. (2004), which consists of 

calcula<ng the second-degree seismic moments (Meng et al., 2020; Cuius et al., 2023). In this 

paper, we first perform a study with some synthe<c tests to evaluate the influence of uncertain<es 

related to our prior knowledge and observa<ons on the resul<ng source parameters (Cuius et al. 

2023). We then apply the method to a real earthquake in Italy and present the result. 

Analysis of the sensiUvity of the second moments tensor resoluUons  

To evaluate the sensi<vity of the second moment solu<ons, we used synthe<c ASTFs computed for 

a rectangular plane fault discre<zed by a grid of cells, each assigned a specific slip value. Full 

details can be found in Cuius et al. 2023. The input parameters used to model the ASTF for a 

magnitude Mw 4.6 earthquake source are listed in Tab. 1. We assumed that the epicenter was 

located in central Italy and approximated the fault as a 3.0 km box model (Fig. 1). The rupture area 

was divided into 12x12 cells, and the slip distribu<on and rupture <me for the unilateral (Fig. 1a; 

1b) and bilateral (Fig. 1d; 1e) scenarios were taken from a previous study of a similar magnitude 

earthquake (SRCMOD database - Mai and Thinbgaijam, 2014), with a focal mechanism of 247° 

strike, 46° dip and 40° dip.  Using the actual sta<on configura<on, we calculated the ASTFs with a 

sampling frequency of 100 Hz and a source <me func<on of 3 seconds. A uniform propaga<on of 

the rupture front with a rupture velocity of 2.75 km/s was assumed, which corresponds to 0.9 

<mes the S-wave velocity in the source region. A simplified 1-D velocity model for central Italy was 

used to model the ASTF (Cuius et al., 2023). 

Tab. 1. Input parameters used to model the unilateral and bilateral scenarios for the characteris<c rupture size 

(  and  ), characteris<c rupture dura<on ( ), centroid rupture velocity ( ) and direc<vity (dir).  

  

	 Unilateral	rupture Bilateral	rupture

	 (km) (km) (sec) |	(km/s) Dir (km) (km) (sec) |	(km/s) Dir

I n p u t	
parameters	

1.39 1.21 0.42 2.64 0.80 1.39 1.21 0.31 1.13 0.25
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Fig 1. Input source for unilateral (A,B) and bilateral (D,E) scenarios. The star represents the hypocenter, the dot 

represents the centroid loca<on, and the arrow indicates the rupture direc<on. Panels (C,F) show the ASTFs calculated 

from the respec<ve models for three different azimuth direc<ons. 

To inves<gate how the uncertain<es introduced by the input data may affect the solu<ons of the 

resolved second seismic moments, we used the bootstrap approach. In this technique, 

perturba<ons are introduced for each input parameter to be analyzed by genera<ng 1000 

varia<ons around the mean value. An inversion is then performed to assess the impact on the 

mean and standard devia<on of the resul<ng data. The workflow is summarized in Fig. 2. 

We inves<gated the uncertain<es associated with the ASTF, the loca<on of the hypocenter, the 

sta<on distribu<ons around the source, the focal mechanism, and the velocity model used for ray 

tracing. Some of these tests are interrelated. For example, the uncertain<es in the posi<on of the 

hypocenter and the velocity model affect the calculated ray path, and both the different focal 

mechanism and sta<on coverage affect the resolu<on of the fault plane. The uncertain<es in the 

epicenter es<mates were not inves<gated because they have negligible effects on the slowness 

vectors in the inversion of the second moments. 

Results of the synthe<c tests 
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The sensi<vity analysis performed in this study shows that the uncertain<es in the input data have 

different effects on the calcula<on of the source parameters and that an accurate measurement of 

the ASTF as well as the velocity model play the most important role in influencing the inversion 

process. The results of our tests (Tab. 2 and Fig. 3) show that the main source parameters, i.e. 

fracture size, swelling dura<on and centroid velocity, are generally well reproduced within the 

standard devia<on. The source dura<on resul<ng from the inversion process is strongly influenced 

by the dura<on of the input ASTF, and even 10 % influences the inversion of the second moment 

tensor. In the case of dense instrumenta<on, the horizontal loca<on of the earthquake can be well 

resolved, but the resolu<on of the earthquake depth is largely determined by the velocity model, 

and an inaccurate earthquake loca<on can lead to uncertain<es in the resolved second moments. 

Care must also be taken to avoid ar<facts due to the discre<za<on of the velocity model when the 

hypocenter is located at an interface between two layers with high velocity contrast.  

 Fig. 2 Flowchart of the perturba<on test. For each test, we computed 1000 random sta<on configura<ons or 

perturbed input variables (depth, velocity model, focal mechanism, or observed c) with a given standard devia<on. 

Then we performed the inversion and calculated the source parameters and direc<vity. Finally, we calculated the mean 

and dispersion of the output variables of the 1000 scenarios. 

The values of the direc<vity depend on the ASTF dura<on, the choice of velocity model and the 

focal mechanism (Fig. 3). To ensure good resolu<on of the fault plane, good coverage of the ray 

path is cri<cal for both upward and downward waves (McGuire, 2004). The component of rupture 

direc<vity along the dip can only be well determined if sta<ons directly above the hypocenter are 

available, as the seismic rays are nearly horizontal at most other sta<ons. 
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 Fig. 3  Violin plots showing the Mean values and dispersions of each output variable resul<ng from each perturba<on 

test given on the x-axis, i.e., focal mechanism (fm), observed τc (oτc ), velocity models (mA and mB, respec<vely), 

hypocentral depth (h), and sta<on configura<on (sc) for the unilateral scenario. (A–E) represent the solu<ons for the 

characteris<c length, characteris<c width, source dura<on, direc<vity and centroid rupture velocity respec<vely. The y-

axis indicates the value of the output variable. The shape of each violin graph reflects the numerical counts of the 

resul<ng value. The red line serves as reference, indica<ng the input value. 
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Tab. 2. Results of the mean of each outcome variable calculated by the perturba<on test for the 
unilateral and bilateral scenarios. For each test case, we report between brackets the standard 
devia<on (sd) applied to the true value. 

	 Unilateral	rupture Bilateral	rupture

O u t p u t	
variables

(km
)

	(km) (sec) |	 (km/
s)

Dir (km) 	(km) (sec) |	 (km/
s)

Dir

not	perturbed 1.39 1.21 0.42 2.48 0.8 1.38 1.21 0.31 1.13 0.25

Observed		
(sd	=	10%	)

1.4 1.13 0.42 2.63 0.78 1.41 1.18 0.31 1.14 0.25

Depth	
(sd	=	1	km)

1.22 1.02 0.44 2.38 0.86 1.20 1.02 0.33 0.81 0.22

S t a t i o n s ’	
conUiguration

1.38 1.21 0.4 2.64 0.81 1.39 1.21 0.31 1.12 0.25

F o c a l	
Mechanism		
(sd	 str	 =	 5°,	 sd	
dip	=	5°)

1.39 1.20 0.42 2.63 0.81 1.38 1.20 0.31 1.11 0.25

A	model	
(sd	=	0.3	km/s)

1.36 1.20 0.42 2.62 0.82 1.37 1.21 0.31 1.10 0.25

B	model	
(sd	=	0.3	km/s)

0.93 0.83 0.43 1.83 0.85 0.96 0.84 0.32 0.48 0.15
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ApplicaUon to real case: the Mw 4.6 Central Italy earthquake 
The method was then applied to study the Mw 4.6 event of March 2023 in central Italy, using data 

from the Italian seismic network (RSN (Amato et al., 2008) and the Italian accelerometry network 

(RAN (Costa et al., 2022)). We compute the ASTFs through the EGF deconvolu<on using the P and S 

waves. 

We calculated the second seismic moment to obtain informa<on about the direc<vity and source 

parameters. The main parameters calculated with this method are the following  = 1.16 km,  = 

0.615,  = 0.14 s,   = 1.86 m/s, dir = 64, stress drop = 7.37 MPa). The rela<vely small value of  is 

possibly due to the poor resolu<on of the ver<cal component and can be explained by the 

interac<on of two factors: the ver<cal rupture plane and the small number of sta<ons in the 

immediate vicinity of the epicenter (< 5 km). 

Conclusions  
The use of second-moment tensors to determine the source parameters, including direc<vity, of 

moderate-magnitude earthquakes could be a valuable tool to improve our understanding of the 

source dynamics in a given area and to the risk mi<ga<on. One possible applica<on of the second-

moments method to small earthquakes would be to iden<fy por<ons of large faults that produce 

super-shear ruptures and correlate them with the geology of the fault zone. The second moments 

method also provides lower constraints on rupture velocity, which can be par<cularly useful for 

unilateral ruptures. However, before the results can be interpreted, the resolu<on limits of the 

method need to be known due to the possible uncertain<es of the parameters used as inputs to 

the computa<onal procedure. 

To overcome the difficul<es related to the analysis of noisy signals in the <me domain, which can 

be an important limita<on in the calcula<on of ASTFs and consequently the source dura<on for 

low magnitude events, an experimental approach based on the frequency domain is currently 

being developed. Although the frequency domain deconvolu<on-based method is currently more 

<me consuming than <me domain deconvolu<on, it can be used in situa<ons where the 

determina<on of reliable ASTFs is difficult due to noise, which is ouen the case for low magnitude 

earthquakes. 
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